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In the paper “Floyd-I-Ioare logic in iteration theories” 121, the notion of a guarded 
theory was introduced and applied to an abstract treatment of partial correctness 
logic. Algebraic models of the form ( T, r, ?-,) are involved, where T is an iteration 
theory (see [ 1]), To is a subtheory of T, and r is a family of guards in T ithout 
going into any details, we mention only th these structures satisfy the same 
equational laws as the standard structures fn,w, r, To). A standard structure 
involves a first order structure ; B’” is the collection of all infinite sequences of 
elements of B, is the collection of all partial functions 
B’” x [n] + B” x [p]; 
r is the collection of all first order definab!e properties on and TO is the subtheory 
of Pfngo consisting of the flowchart programmable partial functions. An asserted 
program { (~}f {F;} is defined as a certain equation between morphisms in T, where 
cy and p are guards and f is a morphism in To. A version of Floyd-I-Ioare logic 
was given in stanoard equational logic, along with a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the logic to be complete. When applied to the standard triples, a 
simple programming logic for all flowchart programs, not just the while-programs, 
is obtained. 
One of the difficult parts was finding the right abstraction of the concept of a 
guard. The resulting guarded theories played a fundamental role in modeling the 
correctness logic. 
The point of tie current note is to concentrate only on the notion of guarded 
theories. We show that algebraic theories can be divided a priori into three classes, 
according to the properties of their maximal families of guards. We then prove that 
examples of each kind do indeed exist. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with elementary category theory. We use 
[n] to denote the set (1,2,. . . , M}. 
An algebraic theory (in the sense of Lawvere) is a category T whose objects are 
nnegative integer?,, d which has, for each ra 2 0, n 
i,,:bn, i=l,2 ,..., n with the following (coproduct) 
ismsJ:l+p, i n], there is a unique morphism .f: n + 
i,, - f = _f;, for ea i in [n]. This morp 
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and is denoted (fi , . . . J,). In the case that n =0, this condition means that there 
is a unique morphism 0, : O-+ p, for each p Z= 0. We will write I,, for the identity 
morphism n + n in any algebraic theory. A theory is nontrivial if the distinguished 
morphisms l-, and 2: are distinct. 
A morphism q : T + T’ between algebraic theories is a functor which is the identity 
on objects and which preserves distinguished morphisms. Thus, the collection of 
algebraic theories and theory morphisms forms a category. 
It is convenient to define the source pairing (f, g): n + m + p of any two morphisms 
f: n +p, g : m +p -v&h the same target: (f, g) is the unique morphism Ir : n -t m + p 
such that 
iI1 + m l h=i,;f for &[n]; 
i,,+m l h=j,;g for i=n+j,jE[m]. 
Lastly, we define the sum f+ g : n + m --, p + q of two morphisms f: n + p, g : m + q 
as the source pairing 
f + g = (.f l Kp.q’, g l h,,), 
where K~,~ : p +p-f-y and h,,:q . -+ p+ q are the unique morphisms determined by 
the following conditions: 
. . 
1, l Kp.q = ‘p+y for iE[p]; 
A l A,, ++j),+, for jE[q]. 
Note that we can write l,:l-s2 as I,+O, c;rrd 2,:1-+2 as C&-G,. 
In computer science terminology, a guard is a condition which must hold before 
the procedure being guarded may begin. As indicated in the examples below, this 
notion can be abstracted to make sense in any algebraic theory. 
Suppose that T is an algebraic theory. A guard family in T is a collection r of 
morphisms I + 2 with the following properties: 
(I) TRUE:=I,+O,:1+2 and 6ALSE:=0,+1,:1+2 are in r; 
(2) if cy, p, y are in r, so is cy l (p, y); 
(3) for any &Y., p in r, (Y is idempotent, i.e. cy - (I,, I,> = 
(4) also, cy is diagonal, i.e. 
cY*(a+Ix)=a*( 
(5) lastly, cy and p commute, i.e. cu~(~+~)=~~(cy+(~)~(I,+~-~~I,), where 
rr : 2-+ 2 is the morphism (FALSE, TRUE). 
The motivation for this terminology comes from the example x below (see [4]). 
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act. The category GT is complete and has coequalizers. 
Any guard family nature!ly r”tirms a Boolean algebra, where the top and bottom 
elements are TRUE and FALSE respectively, and the Boolean operations are 
defined as follows: 
IX v /3 = CY 9 (TRUE, p>; 
cy A p = cy l (p, FALSE); 
-ICY = ey l (FALSE, TRUE). 
Of course, every (nontrivia’i) theory h2s at least one guard family, the two element 
family {TRUE, FALSE}. The collection of all families of guards in a fixed theory 
T is ordered bJ 3L *r c&t inclusion, and by Zorn’s lemma it follows that maximal families 
of guards exist. One may classify theories by the properties of their maximal families 
of guards. Clearly, any algebraic theory T has precisely one of the following three 
properties: 
(a) T has exactly one maximal guard family; 
(ii) T has at least two maximal guard families, but any two are isomorphic; 
(iii) T has at least two non-isomorphic maximal guard families. 
We let QNE denote the collection of theories with property (i) and ONE* denote 
the collection of theories with property (ii). The remaining class of theories is 
denoted TWO. Some examples will make the notions more meaningful. 
1. ExampPc (Pfn, ). Let X be a set. Amorphismf: n + p in MY is a partial function 
f:XxLn]+XX[p]. 
We identify %he set X with X x [ 11. The distinguished morphism i,, : 1 + n is the 
function X -. _,‘h, x [n] taking x to (x, i). The category composition is just function 
composition. The mzrphisms TRUE and FALSE are the functions 
TRUE(x) =(x, I), FALSE(x) =(x, 2). 
A morphism Lb fnx is idempotent iff for each x in X, there is an i in [2] 
such that a(x b = (x, i). It follows that any idempotent morphism is also diagonal, 
and any two idempotent morphisms commute. Thu collection of all idempotent 
morphisms is the unique maximal guard family in x. The Boolean algebra r of 
all idempotent functions is isomorphic to the powerset algebra P(X), via the 
correspondence 
cP+{XEX: 0(x)=(x, 1)). 
posite 
et ,K ). A morphism n + im 
direction. The distinguished m 
he category composite fa g off: II + 
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The morphisms TRUE and FALSE are the first and second projection functions 
x2+x; 
TRUE(x, y) =x, FALSE (x, y) = y. 
A morphism cy : X2+ X is idempotent ifi 
a!(x,x)=x, xx; 
cy is diagonal iff 
a(a(x, y), (Y(u, v)) = 4% v), x9 Y E XJ 
QI and p commute iff 
@(p(x, y), p(u, VI) = Pb+, 4, Q(Y, vu, x, y, 2-4 v E x- 
We will see later that for infinite sets X, there are many maximal families of guards 
in X* 
is a set of functions A-, A, say, and CY is a guard in a(x, y) might be 
the function on A defined by 
if p(a) return x(n) else return y(a) 
for some condition p on A. 
A special case of the last example is the case that X is the underlying set of a 
Boolean algebra =(B, A, v,I, 0, 1). In this case, one guard family is obtaiulzd 
using itself. For b in I.#, define the binary function ifh : B’+ B, by 
&(x, y) := (b A x) v (6’ /\ y). 
The following proposition is proved in [2]. 
3. 
on 
osition. 172e collection of functions & := { ifh : B} is a maximal guardfamily 
B. As a Boolean algebra, & is isomorphic to 
We use Proposition 3 and Example 2 in order to construct examples of theories 
with more than one isomorphism class of maximal families of guards. Let X be a 
=(B, II, v , ‘, 0,I) be a Boolean algebra. Let 50 : B + X be a bijective 
ith inverse y : X 3 I?. For each b in B, define the function (Y,, :X2+ X by 
%(X9 Y) = 9(ifh(7w, Y(Y))* 
There is a unique Boolean structure on X making p into a Booleau algebra 
isomorphism, and thus the collection of functions 
AB={a,,: be B) 
is a maximal guard family in the theory owx. According to Proposition 3, the 
ence, if X is infinite, there are noniso- 
,Y has more 
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We now give a class of theories having only one isomorphism class of maximal 
guard family. 
Let V be a vector space and let I. be the semiring of linear transformations V-, Vi 
CL is in fact a ring, but t is fact is not needed.) The sum u + v in L of two linear 
transformations is defined pointwise: 
(u+v)(x):= u(x)+v(x), XE v. 
The product in L is function composition: 
uv.l:v:v:v. 
The zero in L is the constant function Ov, and the unit is the identity map 1 v on 
V. (Sometimes we writ: just 0 and 1 instead of 0” and 1 ,,.) 
e. Let T( V) be the theory whose morphisms n + p are n by p matrices 
with entries in L. The theory composition is just matrix product: if f: n + p, g : p + q 
then 
(f’ g)i,j ‘= C.L.ti Ogk,j* 
k 
The distinguished morphism i,, : 1+ n is the 1 x n matrix whose only nonzero entry 
is a 1 in position i. 
Suppose that A!: l-92. Write M = [u u’], where u, u’: V+ V. Then 
Thus, if M is idempotent, u + u’ = 1 v. We compute M l (M + M) in this theory. 
= u 0 u u 0 ld do u do u’]. 1 
=[u 0 0 u’]. 
Thus, if M is also diagonal 
These conditions mean if M is both idempotent and diagonal, both u a 
projections onto complementar 
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Now suppose that M = u u’] and N = [U v’] are idempotent and diagonal 
matrices which commute. Calculating, 
M=(N+N)=bv MOV’ u’ov uk.fj, 
N-(M+M)=[vou vou’ V’OM dour] 







UOV-V~U, u 0 v’ = 0’ 0 u, ld 0 v = v 0 u’, u’ 0 v’ = v’ 0 Id’, (2) 
t follows that v( X,,) c ,I, v( N,,)= N,,, etc. so that 
the range and nullspace of u and u’ are invariant under v and v’. (3) 
One way to obtain an example of a guard family is to choose a basis B %zf V. For 
each subset X of B, let px . l V-, V be the projection onto the subspacd spanned by 
X, and let 
ms = [P.Y Pxd, 
where X’= B -X. Let rB be the collection of all such matrices m,, for X c B. 
5. osition. rB is a guard family. 
The easy proof is omitted. But note that 
TRUE =[l 01, FALSE = [0 11; 
and if a! = [u u’] and p = [v v’], then ~(Y=[u’ u], and 
cu~p=a*(P,FALSE>=[u,u’] =[zPv w], 
where w is u 0 v’+ 1.4’. 
. rB is maximal. 
. Suppose that m = [u u’] is idempotent and diagonal and m commutes with 
each matrix of the form mx. We will show m = w {, for some Y c B. Let X = {b}, 
where b is some basis vector. Then by (3), u 0 p7( = px 0 u, so that 
r-~x (b) = u(b) = ps (r-0)). 
It follows that U(6) = q$, for some scalar c 
q,; i.e. lf’b -
7. The Boolean 
. Note that if m = [ps 
e 
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algebra I',, is isomorphic to the powerset of B. 
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j-?&J, then -m = [P.~, p: 1; if ir = [up,, p& then 
1 
Since Xn V’ and X’ are disjoint, P~~,~.~+P~~=P~.~,~~..,~,.~~=P.~,~~,=~~,~~~,~.. 0 
We will now prove a series of facts that wil! show that, ai least for finite dimensional 
vector spaces V, any maximal guard family is in fact TH for some basis B of V. 
8. Lemma. If r is a guardfamily in T( V), let f be the set of all linear transformations 
u such that [ u u’] beiongs to r. Then : 
(a) the identity and zero functions on V are in I? 
(b) u 0 v = v 0 u, all u, v in I’. 
(c) if u E i+, then 1.4’ E P. 
(d) [fuandvarein?,soisuov. 
emark. Lemma 8 shows that the projections appearing in the matrices of a guard 
family share many of the properties of the elements called guards in the assertional 
semirings and categories introduced in [8], and considered also in [6,7,5]. 
a 8. Part (a) is immediate. By (2) above, u and v commute. Since 
r is closed under the Boolean operations, if [u u’] is in r, so is l[u u’] = [u’ u]. 
Also, if 
m:=[u u’] and n:=[v v’] 
are in r, so is 
rnl\n-w(n,FALSE)=[u u’] i 1’ 
[ 1 
= [u O v w], 
for sorxe w (namely, w = u 0 v’+ u’), so that u 0 v E k 0 
Let P(n) be the assertion that if i’ is a family of projections on the n-dimensional 
vector space V and 1% has the properties (a)-(d) in Lemma 8, then there is some 
basis B of V such that each map in f is a projection ps, for some subset 
core (n) holds for all n 2 1. 
By induction on n. The basis case n = 1 k trivial. Su 
sertion holds for ah k < n. Consider t 
oose one space ,, having minim 
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one such subspace since the identity function on V is in k) The spiace R, is invariant 
under each v in f by (3). Let v be any projection in k Then the range of II 0 v is 
contained in R,,, so that by the minimality of R,,, either R,,,, = R,, or R,,,, = (0). In 
the first case, we show tnat for x in R,,, x = V(X). Indeed, if XE R,, there is some 
y with v( u(y)) = x. But then, 
v(x) = v(vb(y))) = v(W) =x, 
since v 0 v = v. Thus we have shown that 
for each v in f, either v is the identity on R, or v is 0 on R,,. (4) 
Now, choose a basis B, of R, and let f, denote the collection of maps t’: R,, + R,, 
*dbtained by restricting the maps in f to R,,. By (4), if 1’ is in P,, v is px, where 
x={b~B,: v(b)=b)={bEB,: v(b)fO}. 
But V is the direct sum R,, + N,,, and the dimension of NII is strictly less than n, 
since the dimension of R,, is positive. Furthermore, by (3) again, the space Nl, is 
invariant under f Hence, if we let PO denote the collection of maps NU + NU obiained 
by restricting each v in 1% to NIJ, then 1?; has all of the properties (a)-(d) of Lemma 
8. By induction, we can choose a basis B,, of N,, such that each map in to is py, 
for some Y c BO. Lastly, since V = R,, + N,,, B0 u B, is a basis for V for which each 
v in f is px for some X c B. Cl 
10. Corollary. Any maximal guard family r in T( V) is r, for Some basis B. 
Proof. We know by the previous theorem that there is a basis B such that any guard 
[u u’] in r has the form [ px pY] for some subsets X, Y of B. Since 1 v = u + u’ 
and uou’--  0, it follows that Y = X’. Thus, r = r,+ Since r is maximal, equality 
holds. Cl 
II 1. Corollary. If V is a jnite dimensional vector space of dimension at least 2, the 
theory T(V) is in ONE*, i.e. the Boolean algebras determined by maximal famibes 
of guards are isomorphic. 
roof. Any such maximal family is r, for a basis B. The Boolean algebra r, is 
isomorphic to the powerset algebra of B. But since any two bases have the same 
C inality, the powerset algebras are isomorphic. Note that for different bases B 
a B’, the guard families r, and r,# are distinct, so that whePr V has dimension 
at least two, T(V) is not in ONE. Cl 
. The collection 0 B is the collection of all theories which isatisfy the 
following implication: for all a, p : I+ 2, if both a and B are idempotcnt and diagonal, 
then a and /3 co~~~~~~te. 
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roof. It is clear that if the implication holds in the theory T, then the collection 
of all idempotent and diagonal morphisms forms the unique maximal guard family. 
Conversely, suppose that T has exactly one maximal family and that cv g 
{TRUE, FALSE} is idempotent and diagonal. Since it is easy to see that 0 does 
commute with TRUE and FALSE, the set {cu, TRUE, FALSE} is contained in a 
maximal guard family K Since there is only one such, any other idempotent and 
diagonal morphism p is in r and hence commutes with cy. Cl 
We note that it is impossible to characterize the collection ONE by means of 
equations, since the free theories are in ONE, but, as we have seen, not all quotients 
of free theories are in ONE. We do not know a good characterization of those 
theories in ONE* or in TWO. 
We now observe that the theories in ONE u ONE* determine one Boolean algebra 
in a functorial way. 
13. Proposition. Let 0 denote the full subcategory of all theories consisting of those 
theories in ONE v ONE*. There is a functor /3 from 0 to the skeletal category of 
Boolean algebras and Boolean homomorphisms. 
Prosf. On the theory T, B( T) is the Boolean algebra determined by any maximal 
family of guards I’ in T. If 50 : T-, T’ is a theory morphism, it is easy to see that 
restricted to a (maximal) family of guards r in T, q is a Boolean homomorphism 
from 7 to a family of guards in T’. We let p(q) be the restriction of q to K We 
omit the remaining details. 0 
We end with cne more question. Each (finitary) equational class K determines 
an algebraic theory T(K) whose morphisms 1 -+ p are the K-equivalence rlasszs of 
terms in the variables x, , . . . , x,,, i.e. the elements in the p-generated free algebra 
in K. A morphism n +p is an n-tuple of morphisms 1 +p. The composite off: n +p 
with g : p + q in T(K) is the equivalence class of the result of substituting g; for xi 
in each term of P; for i = 1, . . . , p. We would like to know for which equational classes 
K is T(K) in ONE u ONE*. 
We show that for many of the fami!iar equational classes M, T(K) has on!y the 
two element Boolean algebra as a family of guards. 
monoids. Here, T( K)( 1,2) consists of all words on the two element 
habet X, y (where we write x and y rather than X, and x2). The word w is 
idempotent iff w is either x or y. Hence, the only guard family in T( 
(TRUE, FALSE). 
K = Eattices. Here, T( K )( 1,2) consists of the 
empotent, but the only diagonal ones are x a 
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so that x A y is not diagonal. Similarly, x v y is not diagonal. Hence the only guard 
family in T(K) is {x, yj - {TRUE, FALSE}. 
K = Boolean algehs. In this case, T( K)( 1,2) consists of the following 16 
(equivalence classes of) terms: , 0, x, y, x’, y’, xy, xy’, x’y, x’y’, x + y, x + yv, Xv+ y, 
xv + yv, xy + x’y’, and xvy + x,v’. The terms which are idempotent are: x, y, xy and 
x +J’. The only diagonal terms among these four are x and y. 
K = abelian groups. Here, T( K )( 1,2) consists of all terms of the form r~~x + m-y, 
for integer n, m. The idempotent terms are those for which n + m = 1, and if 
cy := nx -I- my, then 
cy- (a+a)=n(nx,+mx,)+m(nx,+mx,), 
CY- (l,+Oz+l,)= nx,+mx,. 
Hence, if cy is diagonal, n’ = n, m’ = m and nm = 0. Thus, cy = x, or cy = xc?; i.e. here 
too, the only guard family in T(K) is { TRUE, FALSE}. 
It is slightly more trouble to show that the same result holds for the variety of 
all groups. 
(An artificial example (see [4, p. 1673). Let K consist of all models of the &WO 
equations involving the n-ary function symbol f which assert that f is iaempotent 
and diagonal: 
j-(x,. . . , x) = x, 
fWXl1, - - * , XlVi 1, - * - J-(x,, I, * * - , -L, 1) =f(x,, , -YE, - - * , -y,,,, ). 
In this case the entire set ‘F( K )( 1,2) itself is a Boolean algebra consisting of the 
collection of the 2” terms of the form f( u, , . . . , u,,), where for each i in [n], uj is 
x or y. 
ent 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the many useful comments of Ernie Manes. He 
suggested that the exampie of matrices of iinear transformations be generalized to 
matrices over the positive semirings of [7], but we opted for the familiarity of 
standard vector spaces. 
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